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From The Pres... 
Welcome to the May-June 2016 issue of “Under The Hood”.  
 
In this issue, a primer of changing leaf springs, Spring Show at Fred Beans coverage, a restoration column 
by Brian Kapral and a new feature by Celeste Morris chronicling dates in Mopar history.

The feature car is one near and dear to my family…our 1972 Scamp.    

Till the next time… Matt Morris

Under The Hood 
All In The Family ’72 Plymouth

In April of 1972, I’m sure my maternal Grandmother 
had no idea how long her new car would be staying 
around.  (Inset picture shows her taking delivery.)

She parked her new Scamp on the street in front of 
her house every night and used it as an every day 
commuter car. In 1974, my Mother adopted Scamp 
when my Grandmother bought a new 1974 Scamp. 
Fast forward to 1983 when my Mother got a new car. 
My Grandmother (now living with us) took Scamp 

back as she liked the ’72 much better than the ’74. 
Finally, in 1992…20 years to the date she bought it 
new…Grandmom passed Scamp to me.

At the time, there was a 1970 Superbird holding my 
attention but Scamp got plenty of use and I started 
collecting parts for a restoration that was eventually 
bound to happen. This was a time when “A” bodies 
weren’t valuable and NOS parts were still to be found 
at reasonable prices. (continued on next page)

By Matt Morris
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ALL IN THE FAMILY, CONTINUED

So...how did this car get chosen?  We select a 
member’s name at random…and feature one of 

that member’s cars. 

(cont) In 2001, I decided it was time to finally treat Scamp 
to a restoration. My friend Brad correctly suggested that I 
wouldn’t be happy with a quick splash of paint so we completely 
disassembled the old girl in my parent’s garage. The engine, body 
and transmission were just about the only parts to not make it 
into the basement for organization and storage.

Each part was bagged and tagged, then restored and put 
away. Feasterville Auto Body handled the body and paint work 
over a period of about a year. We moved the car back and forth 
when they had open time. At this point, Scamp was just a shell 
and easily moved by myself.

I suppose my quest for originality and correctness was 
obsessive. The carb was restored by the Holley custom shop. 
Components like the 3 speed wiper motor, door 
latches,windshield washer pump, starter and horn relays, 
ashtray…all were restored by Concours Creations. The engine 
was detailed with all the markings found when it was removed. 
Legendary Interiors made a reproduction of the original front 
seat cover with NOS fabric.

Vacuum hoses were correctly striped, heater hoses 
correctly marked, even the spark plug wires are correct, date 
coded reproductions.

Brad is an HVAC tech, so one of tasks he wanted to tackle 
was Scamp’s air conditioning system. It had always worked, but 
he wanted it to be “just right”.  To his credit, after almost 15 
years, the A/C still blows cold.

Some parts had to be made expressly for this car as many 
parts are not reproduced for 6 cylinder cars. For example, the 
transmission cooler lines were hand bent by a Marine that did 
the same job on aircraft. I was able to reproduce all the 
underhood decals using originals as templates. 

We were very fortunate that Scamp had almost all of her 
original equipment, so we didn’t have to look hard to see the 
correct way to do things. We also didn’t have to chase down 
correct, date coded parts…they were all still on the car.

With the exception of recovering the front seat, the 
paintwork and chrome..everything was done in a home garage 
with the help of friends. A proud achievement.

What started out to be a nice driver turned out to be a 
trailered show car. She has been judged by the AACA as a 
Grand National Senior Car and she scored 97.5 out of 100 in 
the SME judging at the All Chrysler Nats at Carlisle. Not bad for 
a (literal) Granny car!

Scamp also has been featured in the AACA magazine as 
well as Collectible Automobile magazine.

I’ve been asked why I put all this effort into a 6 cylinder 
Scamp. It’s because Scamp is family…we grew up together.  After 
the fact, I’m glad we did. It’s been fun bringing something 
different to a show in a field of musclecars. 

See? You can go back…Scamp proves it!

Scamp in her “everyday 
driver” days
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See Us On Facebook! 
Our MHCC Facebook page is a great way to stay 

in contact with other members between meetings and 
events.  Next time you're on Facebook, search for 
Mopar Heritage Car Club.  

Chryslers at Carlisle 
If you register on-line for the All Chrysler show at 

the Carlisle Fairgrounds…please remember to click on 
the MHCC car club as your club affiliation.  
 

 
Why So Many Shows On The Same Dates? 

A disturbing trend has been noticed this Spring 
with multiple clubs holding events on the same day as 
other clubs. This obviously hurts attendance at all 
events.  (For Father’s Day alone there are 5 local shows 
that will directly compete with each other. )

As many events aren’t seeing the turnout they used 
to…it’s important to ensure we’re not competing with 
each other.

Last winter, I attended a meeting set up by the 
Northeast Musclecar Club. Many local clubs attended. 
We all brought our calendars and compared notes. The 
idea was that we would avoid using dates that were 
already taken. We also agreed that we would cross 

promote our events. The idea was that a group of clubs 
working together could help all of our events be more 
successful.  

 

Get Your MHCC T-Shirts & Polo Shirts!  
T-Shirts in grey with small MHCC logo on the front, 
large logo on the rear. Polos with the MHCC logo 
embroidered on the left front.  

If you have yet to do so, please get your order in 
ASAP.  T-Shirts are $7 each (add $1 for X sizes), Polos 
are $16. (Picture shows original samples with logo on 
front of tshirt.)

No need to pay upfront…we will settle up once 

they arrive. We just need to get our order together.  
 

Important Dates in Mopar History  
Compiled by Celeste Morris  

May 17th, 1868   
Horace Elgin Dodge is born in Niles, Michigan.

May 26th, 1991  
Two pre-production Vipers debut as the pace cars of 
the Indianapolis 500. They were used in place of the 
Dodge Stealth which was the original pace car.  The 
UAW and fans disputed having a Japanese built car as a 
representative of the race.

June 6th, 1925  
The Chrysler Corporation is founded.

Odds & Ends
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Continued on next page.

Da Spring’s Da Thing!
Installing Leaf Springs In A 1969 B-Body

Removing the original springs isn’t technically difficult 
but you’re bound to have some rusted hardware…and 
of course…some heavy things to handle.  
 
We used a small lift, but a floor jack will also work. The 
vehicle needs to be raised and supported by stands so 
that the rear axle/wheels are off the ground. Next, we 
jacked up the rear under the center section to get the 
rear back to it’s normal ride height. This is where you’ll 
need something (like in our case cat litter containers) 
to hold the weight of the rear should the jack drop.  
 
We had previously soaked the nuts on the “U” bolts 
with penetrating oil and also used a thread cleaning 
tool to remove any dirt, rust or undercoating as this 
will help in removing the nuts. In some cases, the nuts 
won’t come off. We used a cut-off wheel to cut the “U” 
bolts. “U” bolts shouldn’t be reused, so cutting these 
isn’t a problem.  
 
We also removed the lower shock absorber bolts, and 
the lower spring plate can be removed.  
 
Next, we turned our attention to the shackles. Again, 
penetrating oil is a help.  As shown in the picture, the 
bushings on the shackles were worn out. Remember, 
once the shackles are removed…the spring will drop 
out.  
 
Moving to the front of the spring, we removed the 
front

We recently installed a set of Mopar Performance Hemi Suspension springs in a 1969 383 Road Runner. The 
owner (Skids) had a complaint that the car would bottom out on bumps, and also wanted to improve the ride and 
handling. Wider rear wheels and tires had been fitted that added to the problem.  

The springs were ordered from Tim Eberle at Fred Beans Dodge Chrysler Jeep Ram. They’re still readily available 
from Chrysler and very affordable at about $340 a pair. The other “U” Bolts, eyelet bolts and shackles came from 
Springs ’N Things.

…and away we go!

Old Shackles and 
Worn-Out 
Bushings.  Bushings 
should resemble a 
top hat…not a 
donut.  
Mmmm…donut.

Safety First! 
Adequately support 
vehicle and axle.

Maybe not needed on 
your car…an impact 
gun was a welcomed 
tool on this job.
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Continued from previous page.

 spring mount by removing the 4 nuts. 
Now the spring may be removed 
completely.

Once removed, remove the eyelid bolt to 
separate the spring from the bracket.  
 
Putting it all back….  
 
The Mopar springs come with a new front 
eyelet bushing installed. Use a new eyelet 
bolt and install the bracket to the new 
spring.

Bolt the front bracket in place with 4 nuts.  
 
Install the new shackle and bushings into 
the floor of the car…then slide the spring 
and new bushings into the shackle.  
 
Once these steps are completed on both 
sides, lower the axle onto the springs. 
There are locating pins on the springs to 
help guide it into the correct location. Put 
the spring plates in place and install the 
new “U” bolts and nuts. Tighten the nuts a 
little at a time so they all remain even. 
Slide the shocks over the studs and 
reinstall the nuts and washers.  
 
Lower the car and you’re done! 
Congratulations! If you car wasn’t 
originally equipped with the Hemi 
suspension it may ride a little bit higher 
and the handling will be improved.  
 
In the case of our 1969 Road Runner, it 
doesn’t bottom out anymore…and the 
owner says it rides and handles better. 
Plus…it has a little more “attitude”.

NOTES: 
Springs purchased at Fred Beans Dodge Chrysler Jeep Ram 
Shackle kits, “U” bolts, “U” bolt nuts & eyelet bolts from Springs N Things 
This story was written as an informational story, not a complete “how to”. If you perform this task yourself be sure to take 
all safety precautions, use eye protection and jack stands. The MHCC or author will not be held responsible for damage 
to you or your car in performing this project.

Removing the spring perch first by 
removing 4 nuts makes removing 
the eye bolt much easier.

Above: Alternate tightening the nuts 
on the “U” Bolts to avoid them 
being uneven.
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Presented by 
Brian KapralRestoration Corner

Live To Ride…Ride To Live….
As some of you might have seen, my life was nearly cut short a few weeks ago due to an accident that could have been 
avoided. I was doing some easy maintenance on my Mom's 70 Challenger convertible where the speedometer gear 
seal was leaking on the trans.  Having done this job before, I knew that if you raise the back end of the car up, you can 
remove the speedometer gear from the trans with minimal trans fluid loss.  So, I backed the car up onto those plastic 
ramps that can handle 5000 lbs with the car on the lower part of the ever so slightly, angled driveway.  I set the car in 
park and got out the tools and crawled under the car.  Again, I've done this multiple times and thought nothing of it 
with crawling under the car.  After all, it was an easy job and the drive line was still intact.  I was only removing the 
speedometer gear.  
 
On the A904 trans, if you have a floor shifted car, you have a mounting bracket for the shifter linkage right under the 
speedometer gear adapter where it goes into the trans.  Two nuts allow you 
to remove this bracket and gain better access to the speedometer gear. 
 Remove the speedometer cable from the trans.  Simply remove the retaining 
bolt noting which notch the adapter lines up to (you can determine where it 
lines up by looking at the number stamped into the plastic speedometer gear 
for the amount of teeth if you do not note which notch it is on).  You are 

then able to remove the speedometer 
gear housing adapter by gently pulling 
on the adapter outward.

After I did this, I crawled out from under the car and just after I cleared the car, 
I heard a clicking noise like a ratchet spinning slowly.  I look up and my Mom's 
challenger is starting to roll down the ramps and down the driveway.  My Dad 
ran up in front of the car and tried to slow the car down by pushing back on 
the front of the car trying to overcome the weight to little avail.  I was able to 
jump up and run up to the car, opening up the driver side door and quickly 
pushing down on the e-brake.  

 
Somehow, we were able to stop the car about a foot away from hitting my Dad's original sheet metal 69 GTX 
convertible head on!  After we get the car stopped, we look back and now see the 50' slick of trans fluid on my Dad's 
freshly seal coated driveway that he had just paid someone to do a few days before.  We were able to get most of the 
staining from the trans fluid up and out of the driveway with some cleaner but I still felt horrible none-the-less.  All 
things considered, we could have been cleaning up ALOT more than spilled trans fluid.  
 
So, as a simple reminder to us all who work on our own cars, (and whether you believe in guardian angels or not) 
 please, PLEASE be extra cautious and put a wheel chock or set the E-brake if you are working on your car.  This 
quick, easy 5 minute fix for me could have been the last time I had ever worked on a Mopar!  
 
Be safe and see everyone on the roads !

EDITOR’S NOTE: Thanks for the tip, Brian. We’re glad to hear that you weren’t injured. Everyone can use a reminder to 
not only chock wheels and use jack stands…but also to use safety glasses and other protective items. Be safe, folks.
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Show Time!!!
Mark your calendars and save the date! Final details are still coming in…but it’s a go! 
Pass the word on making this a great event for the Bucks County Heroes Scholarship 

Fund!  
 

We still are accepting help in getting sponsors, donations, goodie bag items and help on 
the field for day of show. 

This will be posted on our 
website, along with the ability to 
download the event flyer.  
 
There will only be day of show 
registration and the event is rain 
or shine.  
 
We are awaiting answers on a 
few details at the moment and 
we will keep everyone up to 
date.  
 
Please pass the word to help 
make this event great!  
 
If you know someone that may 
like to sponsor this event, please 
talk to them. Together, we can 
do a big job for the charity.  
 
We’re also hoping for a big 
turnout of cars and spectators so 
we will need help day of show.
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Spring 2016 MHCC ShoW  
at fred beans chrysler dodge jeep ram

While the weather lowered the number of show cars in attendance…it didn’t dampen the enthusiasm and a great 
time had by our members and show entrants. As always, the Fred Beans Organization was more than generous 

providing awesome goodie bags, a catered lunch for all, and the venue for our show. Thanks to not only the Fred 
Beans Organization and Brian Nesbitt but also to our Tim Eberle for setting up and organizing the show.  

 
Thanks to all that attended and a big CONGRATS to the winners! See you at our Fall show in October!
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MAX 1 GLUE 
 
For better or worse…I’ve never had any luck with “Super Glue”. My cousin Al could fix anything with it…but 
me…I had better luck gluing my fingers together.  

 
 
A friend bought Max 1 glue and suggested I try it on a plastic wheel center cap with a broken tab. I had already 
tried a epoxy or two that didn’t work.

The kit that I have came with the glue, an accelerator and a powder that can be used to make repairs, fill 
gaps and strengthen repairs. Here’s how it works:

Take the two pieces you need to join. Apply a drop of glue to one piece…and brush the accelerator onto 
the other. Press them together and count to 10. Done. I am amazed at how well this glue holds.

To use the powder, simply apply to the surface and drip the glue into the powder. Or, you can put down 
the drop of glue and apply the powder on top. Either way, it hardens into a strong material that can be filed. 

Besides the above mentioned center cap and some other item, I have repaired an interior electric window 
switch panel that had a broken tab…and more importantly…a small solar powered  dancing flower that my 
Mother just couldn’t live without.  
 
Max 1 glue is available on-line at http://www.mabrisystems.com 

cool tools!
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Treasurer's Report 6/13/16 
Submitted by Andy Dymek

Car Show Calendar 
Compiled by Bill Koehler  

Also check our Facebook page for recent additions 

 
June 25,  Flemington NJ Car Show  
 
June 26, Yardley VFW, Car Show 9:30 - 3:00  
Event run by our Bill Tropia  
 
June 25, Flemington NJ Car Show 4:00PM  

June 25, Liberty Region Corvette Club, Katie 
O’Donnel’s, 9 -3  

July 3, Mustang Club at the Community Square Shopping 
Center.  240-3 West End Blvd, Route 309, Quakertown 4 - 7 

JULY 4. Quakertown Community Day and Car Show. 
Registration  8 - 12 

September 11, 2016  
MHCC All Makes Car Show Neshaminy State Park….See 
flyer in this issue.  
 
October 8, 2016  
MHCC All Mopar Show at Fred Beans Chrysler Dodge 
Jeep RAM 
 
 
PLEASE NOTE: Items listed in red are MHCC Events.

Newsletter Help Welcomed!  
Have an idea for a story? Have a tip or technique that 

might be helpful to others?  

We’d be glad to have your help! Drop Matt a line to 
get started!

Coming Up In The Next Issue
• Product Review
• Vendor Spotlight
• Member's Mopar Feature...& Much More!

Starting Treasury Balance:
Dues Received:  
Beans Show Proceeds 
Beans Show Expenses
May Dinner Bill Overage  
Ending Balance 
 

$2041.14  
$20.00  
430.00  

-375.00  
26.00

 
$2142.14

NOTE: Memberships paid via Paypal have a % in transaction fees taken, 
resulting in an uneven deposit  

Cruise Nights Calendar 
Compiled by Bill Koehler

 
June. 25, Lowe’s Quakertown Cruise 

June. 26, Palz Tap House, Just a Farm Shopping Center, 
5 - 11 
July 1, Harrigan’s Cruise, County Line Road 
July 2 Northeast Muscle Car Club, Katie O’Donnell’s 6-  
9 
 
• High Tides Restaurant, Bensalem Northeast 
Musclecar Club, 3rd Saturday May-Oct  
 
 • Katie O’Donnell’s, NE Philly, Northeast Musclecar 
Club,1st Saturday, May-Oct  

Viper Production Officially Ends  
With the 2017 Model Year!  

 
Seems appropriate to place this at the end of this 
issue. It’s been long rumored, but now FCA has 
made it official. They’ll close production with 5 

exclusive models.  
 

There will be a special 1:28 ACR Editon; a GTS-R 
Commemorative Edition; a VooDoo II ACR; a 

Snakeskin GTC Edition and Dodge Dealer Edition 
available through Tomball and Roanoke Dodge.  

 
As a long time Viper enthusiast, I always preferred 

the early cars…but I’m sorry to see production 
end. It leaves behind more track records that any 

other production car. 

In the early days of the Viper, there were Viper-
Ferrari wars. The Ferarris stopped coming. 

Watch these pages for a Viper hiss-tory feature.  


